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Tel. 0 52 61 / 60 09-0
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Extremely versatile multi-purpose shaped part
machines for one-off and series production.
Optionally for use with pre-coated edges or for
direct glue application. Top and bottom flush
trimming on straight and shaped workpieces.
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The models depicted below are intended to
provide a survey of the most important Brandt
machines and appliances for processing
straight workpieces and shaped parts. We
will be pleased to furnish you with information
on hot melt glue applicators, automatic rotary
and shaped part processing machines, and
rebate banding machines.

For hot melt and PVAC glues, also in a
combined version for both methods.
10 basic machine lengths available.
Processing units for all requirements
arising in craftsmen's enterprises
and interior fitting workshops.
QUICK MELT gluing section
with extremely low
heating-up time.
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Conrpoct edge bcnding
nschines KI.KID 62-6ô
Optionally for processing edging material
precoated with hot-melt glue, or for direct glue
application.
Automatic workpiece transport - end trimming
- flush trimming - profile edge gluing - extrac-
tion unit built in - these are the main features
of these extremely economical machines
designed for use in craftsmen's enterprises.

Univer¡q ldowelhole
bodng nqchines DB ll ¡1,

DB t9 H, DB 25P, RB 25
Face and surface boring by means of a
swivellable boring unit. For all construction and
row hole boring work as well as holes for
knock-down fittings in craftsmen's enterprises
or for producing special models. Row hole
boring machine with 2 boring units.

Edge bonding and flush trimming mqchine¡ for
processing shcped pails KID/KI. l and F I O/EK I I
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Universaledge
banding machines
HE, KAqnd KA/E 13-22

I

Cycliccl posilorming msch¡net
PF l0sndPF20

Stondqrd edge banding
nschines KS 20 -25
An efficient, reasonably priced machine series.
Available in 6 length measurements. For solid
edges up to 20 mm. Offering excellent
operator convenience. Most widely sold
solid edging machine of the Brandt range.
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Particularly economical, universal postforming
technique. Forming and gluing by means of a
patented, electrically heated bar.
Automatic prof ile adjustment. Veneer postforming
possible. Extremely short re-equipping times.
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Your specialist dealer:
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Conlour frinming
lUlqchines FP|O lÍPl2
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Conlour frimming lUlqchines FP l0 llP12

latest development
The increasing amount of all types of
"soft" edgings in the furniture industry
has been the reason for the develop-
ment of the FP IO|FP 12 stationary con-
tour trimmers. Both machines are the
ideal supplement for edgebanders
applying thick PVC-edgings or square
edgings on soft-or postformed panels.

Trimming techniques
Based on the stable machine stand the
contour trimming unit includes the
workpiece support table with a
flexible fence system and a
clamping cylinder to clamp the
panel down to the table.

The high speed trimming motor,
equipped with a tracing roller, ist moun-
ted to the vertical/horizontal guide
system with automatic electro-pneuma-
tic controls incl. hydraulic damping
cylinders.

Contour trimming
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Further advantages
The FP 12 includes all the features as
discribed already in connection with the
FP 10. Additionally, the FP 12 offers the
advantage of automatic processing of
non-symmetric profiles. The machine
achieves this by using a program con-
trol system (SPS) with program selec-
tion for 90 degr. (non-symmetric)
respectively 180 degr. (symmetric) profi-
les. Automatic recognition of individual
profile position with profile sensing
switch.

A selection of typical sample profiles
the FP 12 is capable to trim is shown
below.

Especially when trimming thick PVC-
edgings the optional buffing unit is
recommendable for smooth finish.

Symmetric profiles
FP 10 and FP 12 are mechanically identi-
cal, however, the FP 10 control system
has been designed for symmetrical pro-
files only. Sample profiles shown above.

The detail below shows the "heart" of
the machine: trimming head with motor,
tracing roller, horizontal tracing shoe,
radius cutting tool (optional).
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Technical specifications FP 10 IFP t:12

Workpiece thickness
Workpiece width
Softforming profile depth
lnternal radius
Edge thickness

Trimming motor
Trimming tool
Electrics
Total power requirement
Compressed air requirement
Dimensions: LxWxH
Working height
Weight

max. 55 mm
min.8O mm
max.80 mm
min. 1O mm
max.3 mm
(depending on radius and edge material)
0,5 kw,27.ooo R.P.M.
15 degr. chamfer (radius tool optional)
22O (or 110) volts - single ph. - 5O cycl.
0,5 kw
6 bar
850x650x1430 mm
1000 mm
approx. 120 kg


